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SUMMARY; Non-destructive unclear physics testing techniques- 
the Rutherford hackscattering in conjunction with ion channeling 
method and method of nuclear reactions have been used to control 
quality and element composition of singl-crystal GaAs icplanted tyAlt
1. INTRODUCTION

Industrial production of components and constructions used 
in crucial conditions has stimulated developing of the non-des
tructive radiagraphic methods, such as x-ray, neutron and elec
tron radioscopy /1/.

The large scale application of the ion beam technology for 
the semiconductor devices fabrication, modification of the metal 
surfaces properties requires special testing techniques which 
should be in. agreement with the requirments of the high depth 
resolution, satisfy the sensitivity and selectivity of the ele
ment composition in microanalysis. These requirments are condi
tioned by a very small thickness of the tested layers (about 10- 
100 nM) and the high sensitivity of solid’s properties in depen
dence on negligible amounts of impurity.

There are two relativly new nuclear physics testing techni
ques - the Rutherford backscattering in conjunction with ion 
channeling method and method of nuclear reaction. Both of them 
satisfy the above mentioned requirments and are used in practic.
It. NON-DESTRUCTIVE NUCLEAR PHYSICS TESTING TECHNIQUES 
П . 1. The Rutherford backscattering method

The chaimeliiig-Rutherford backscattering method uses basic
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rules of interaction of MeV light ions with atoms in cristalline 
materials /2,3/.

The basic principles of the channeling of an ion beam and 
backscattering technique are illustrated in Fig*1* When a beam 
of energetic ions is incident on a monocrystalline target, the 
interaction between the ions and target atoms depends strongly on 
the relative orientation of beam and target* Under certain orien
tation, the repulsive forces between the ion and atom cores can 
act to gently .steer the ion along an oscillatory trajectory 
through the lattice* This effect is referred to as "channeling". 
Both axial and planar channeling are possible* Since axial chan
neling is of more importance in the application of channeling to 
the measurement of crystal’s structure quality control, the para
meters basic to it will be considered briefly.

Figure 1 shows the energy spectrum of .backscattered ions
(M-|, on tar jet (Mg, Z^), for particles following a random.
trajectory (curve labelled "random"). When.a particle of energy,
Eq, strikes the target surface, it may backscatter with energy,
Ел 9 throuth angle, в , to the detector. Since the collision is2elastic, energy and momentum are conserved and Ê  = к E • к is 
the kinematic factor:

Jc = (M^cos© + Vm22- M.,2* sin20,)/(M1+M2). /1/ 
When a particle penetrates the surface and subsequently backscat- 
ters at depth, t, it will lose energy to ionization and exitati- 
on of the target atoms before and after scattering. If S(E) is 
tne electronic stopping power, a continuous spectrum of back- 
scattered particles will result for E<E^, where:

E(t) = к2(Ел - JT S(E;dt) - S  S(E)dt. /2/° ° t/coaThe energy scale of Fig. 1 converts to a depth scale such
that one energy channel, &E, becomes a depth increment, at:

*% = Se / Csj , /3/
where £s] - is the backscattering energy loss factor* Surface- 
energy approximation gives:

[sj = k2S(E0) + stE-,) / C O S 0  . /4/
The resolution, AE^, of the detection system is revealed 

in the finite slope of the surface edge in the spectrum at.E«Ej*

NON-DESTRUCTIVE QUALITY CONTROL
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For a surface barrier detector A E^js 15 keV (FWHM), this will 
translate to a depth resolution through Eq./4/ for 1 MeV He - QaA.s 
and © « 150°, At-' 200i.

Shown also In Fig* 1 is the backscatter yield when the beam 
is incident along a low-index crystallographic axis (curve la
beled "aligned")* The strong influence of channeling on the back- 
scatter yield is evident*

When the energetic ions are subsequently channeled along a 
major crystal axis of the target, they will backscatter normally 
from the displaced atom that lie in the channel, while backscat
ter from lattice atoms is suppressed in the manner characteristic 
of the channeling effect. Theref6re, the channeling-backscatteiiiTg 
technique is a powerful analytical method of investigating both 
the damage and damage distribution in ion implanted crystals.

Let us consider a heavy impurity of mass i on a light sub
strate of mass Mg* In Fig* 1, A^ is the area of the impurity 
signal and is the height of the signale due to scattering fe>m 
the surf ace of the substrate* The amount of the impurity (Nt)^ 
(atoms per unit area) is

(ut)i = A± / QSZ(T /5/
where subscript i stands for impurity. The height of the signal 
generated at the total number of incident particles and the so
lid angle of detection (Q and SL consequently), i.e..

/(ГМ ^ Е1 /6/where is the atomic density of the target atoms and <5Tis
the energetic thickness or the energy width of one channel in
the spectrum.

By substituting Eq. 6 into Eq. 5,
(Ht)i = * £ V V & 1 / V 6! * /7/

However, the resolution between adjacent masses decreases as 
the mass of the target atom increases because of the resolution 
of the detector and the dependence of к on the mass difference 
squared. On the otber hand, the rapid rise in sensivity for the 
high mass elements — due to the rise in Rutherford cross section 
meanes that extremely low concentrations of heavy elements can 
be detected.

HOB-DESTRUCTIVE QUALITY CONTROL
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П.2. Application of the channeling-RBS technique for determina
tion of the nature of defect types in implanted crystals»

Ion channeling, in conjunction with ion backscattering mea
surements, has been used extensively to control and study disor
der in the near-surface region of single crystals. Recent years 
this technique has been better and deeper understood and deve
loped. In this way it has been found that channeling measurements 
as a function of various experimental parameters can greatly help 
in understanding the nature of the disorder.

Primary, QuSre /4/ has theoretically suggested that channel- 
ling-RBS technique may be possiole to determine the nature of de
fect clusters by observing the dependence of dechanneling cross-
section (П on the probing ion energy E. The calculated (Г1 shows

1/2widely different dependence on energy such as an E dependence 
for dislocation loops where distortion effects dominate; an E° 
dependence for cavities or gas bubbles; and E~^^ dependence for 
interstitial atoms wJaere obstruction effects dominate /5,6/.
Then these theoretical predictions of the energy dependences (7“\ 
nave been experimentally examined and confirmed /7,8/.

In the procedure for analysis of disorder in channeling 
measurements the aligned yield normalized by the random yield,

is used whicn can be described at deptn t in terms or two 
components:

Л  = j G  + ( 1- Л ) *п1)/к /8/where the first terra, jC ~the dechanneled fraction of the
aligned beam and the second term represents the direct scattering 
of the channeled fraction of the aligned beam from displaced 
atoms of density n^ for crystal atom density N. The dechanneling 
component is given by

_X r = jfv +(1 -  e* p ( -G J y 3  ’ /9/where jC y  is the aligned yield at depth t for a virgin crystal 
and Np is the total number of defects per centimeter2 integrated 
from the surface to the depth t.

• VFor particular example (typical for implanted metals) when 
contribution to direct scattering relative to the dechanneling 
is negligible, we would h a v e ^ ^ J/̂ R* therefore from Eq. /9/

NOB-DESTRUCTIVE QUALITY COHTROL
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ЖОК-DESTHUCTIVE QUALITY CONTROL
we obtain

(1 - j f D)/ (1  -JTV ) = exp ( - ( £ hd ) .  /10/

Thus using Eq. /1C/, the total damage per unit length, 
is determined at each bombarding energy. Since we are looking 
only for the energy dependence of £T̂ , we need not evaluate Tnfckh 
is a constant for the same target. Because of the different ener
gy dependences of the cross-sections the various defect types may 
be distinguished by energy dependent maasureiftents. More then that, 
3q. /10/ gives us the possibility to express the depth dependence 
of and to build up the quantity profile of radiation damage. 
However, it is necessary emphasis that a high density of dechan
neling types damage is required for detection by dechanneling
measurements. For example, a minimum dislocation density of appro-

Q 10 2 xiirately 10^- 10 lines/cm is required for detection by single
alignment channeling measurements. This density is introduced by
only moderately high implantation fluences.
H.3# Control of depth profiles of ion-implanted Aluminum using r ' 2"A .......nuclear resonance reaction А1(р,лг) Si.

Nuclear resonance reactions have been used extensively for
the determination of trace elemental quantities near the surfaces
of solids /9/ and have also been used to determine impurity atom
depth profiles without the removal of successive layers /10,11/.

We discuss the measure of space distribution of ion-implan- 
ted aluminum by means of sharp resonances. The original analyti
cal method and usual experimental procedures are employed in the 
present work.

The measurements which provide the data for profile deter
mination are made by bombarding the target with a proton beam 
of well-defined characteristics, counting a fraction of the gem
ma rays emitted by the sample as the average proton energy is 
varied in steps* (*E * 1 keV), and recording the number of gammer
rays counted at each step. For profiling A1 implanted into GaAs

27 28at different temperatures, the resonance in the Al(p,^) Si 
reaction at a proton energy of 9У1.9 keV with a FlYHM of 100 eV 
is used. The gamma-ray yield curve (if plotted as a function of
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bombarding energy relative to resonance energy; serves as an ap
proximate profile with the abscissa giving the depth in terras of 
the average energy loss of protons in the host material. A more 
exact profile may be determined by comparing of radiation of Al 
atoms in GaAs Y ^ As with the yield of J'-rays emitted by the alumi
num stand art. Then we have ^GaAs an^ yA^^Al The Al contentл  л Al 1 A1 A“*-in standarx is N .%«*>£ where оEf-energetic width of the ana-д 1Used layer,£ - the stopping cross section per atom, ftow it is 
easy establish

kaiAS = ( y^ As/ £  )• ( <Te'/£a1) . /11/
In Eq. :1 yields and d E f- are the experimental data, may be
taken from the Tables /12/.

For the relative concentration of Al in GaAs we obtain .,,-GaAs . „GaAs , vGaAs , VA1 г г  GaAs , c Al , 0 ,
Al 1 bGaAs = <YAl Al^  ̂£ / 6  The daxa of Al distribution in implanted at different tempe--J <7 Огагигез GaA-з are given in Та Die 1. The doses are 0.8 and 1.240anV“

$0N-DESTRUCTIVE QUALITY CONTROL

Table 1.
depth, nm 0 : 20

! О 
1

: 60 Осо : 100 I
O

I
t-l••Ii : 180

relative 20°C :0.19 0.17 0.16 0.14 0.11 0.0b 0.015 0
concentratiЮ0°С :0.23 0.17 0.15 0.14 0.12 0.07 0.04 0.015
on of Al 375°C :0.5 COCM•о 0.23 0.23 о • го 0.19 0.09 0.023
UL EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS.

Peculiarities of radiation damage,spatial distributions of 
implanted atoms and structural transformations are problems of 
academic and applied field of science. Consequently, it is a mat 
er of practical interest to control and study radiation damage in 
GaAs implanted by aluminum ions.

GaAs single crystals of (100) orientation were implanted by
Al4 ions at energy 50 keY. Implantation doses 8#10^cm~2 at 20°C
and 100°C and 1. 2* 10̂  1 сггГ2 at 375°C were obtained. The everage2beam intensities were 2-3 JiA/cm . Control of damage behavious 
of ion bombarded GaAs has been done by the channeling technique 
using He* ions with the energy 0.6, 1.0, 1.4 and 2.0 MeV and for 
measurement of Al spatial distribution protons with the energy 
980-1020 keV were applied. Energies of RBS ions were measured 
using a surface barrier detector with energy resolution AE=15keV. 
A Nal gamma-ray detector v/as choosen for Y-radiation registration
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In Fig* 2 the backscattering spectra are shown for Al+ impla
nted GaAs crystals. Curves 3 and 4 show the RBS spectra from non- 
aligned and oriented crystals implanted at 20 С respectively. The 
curves indicate that amorphisation has been achieved in the layer 
40-45 nm of thickness. The theoretically estimated projected range 
of 50 keV Al+in GaAs is 0.044 y*m /13/. However, the differences 
in yieldes of random spectra speaks that Al is distributed 2.5-3 
times deaper then 5^ theor*These data are in a good agreement with 
data in Table 1. The rising of implantation tempetature leads to 
deaper Al distribution and increasing of itfs content on the sur
face of GaAs crystals. The quality of GaAs crystals implanted at 
high temperature is considerably improoved. This is confirmed by 
the decreasing of aligned yield and by the lack of even a small 
disorder peak in the vicinity of the implanted region. The high 
level of the dechanneling reflects the formation in implanted 
crystals defect clusters of the different types.

We have analysed the types of defects in the implanted layers 
(200 nm thickness) using the above discussed in the section 1Г.2 
technique. In the Fig. 3 we plot the energy dependence of dechan
neling parameter (Eq. 10). These curves show that 100°C Al* im
plantation into GaAs leads to formation of extend defects like 
dislocations* The, 375°C implantation of Al* into- GaAs results in 
the synthesis of ternary compound in ^he layer epita
xial oriented to the matrix with relatively high concentration ol* 
stacking faults.
ЛУ. CONCLUSIONS.

The present results indicate that modern nuclear physics 
testing techniques - the channeling RBS method and method of nu
clear reactions are very powerful„and useful methods of non-de
structive quality control and microanalysis of ion implanted 
materials.
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